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Business Cooperation Offers and Requests 
 

Aiming to foster international business activities of Armenian SMEs and find suitable business partners 
abroad Enterprise Europe Network Armenia is pleased to present to your attention the following 

business cooperation offers. 

Manufacturing of food products 

 

 

 

 
 

Business cooperation offers 
 
A Polish company producing natural food is looking for cooperation under distribution or subcontracting 

agreement 
A small Polish company operating in Malopolska region offers regional natural food products of 
vegetable origin. They are looking for distributors and recipients operating in the food industry to 
cooperate on the basis of a distribution or subcontracting agreement. 

 
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/c1311cb7-8aa4-411a-ab23-f8b89c38845b      
 

Code: BOPL20200203001 
 

 
A social cooperative from Poland offers an ecological product - a bio straw for drinks. 

mailto:info@eenarmenia.am
http://eenarmenia.am/
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A Polish social cooperative producing natural, eco friendly bio straw used for drinking beverages is 
looking for distributors. 

The product offered by this company is made of rye, while the majority of straws on the market are 
made of wheat or triticale.  Such an ingredient makes the straw gluten-free and at the same time safe 
for allergy sufferers. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/7b5407ea-4e7a-4a9c-9448-4437e4a7c0e3    

Code: BOPL20200430001 

Albanian company which produces herbs and fresh spices is looking for distributors 

An Albanian company specialized in producing herbs and a fresh spice is looking for companies 
engaged in the distribution of herbs and spices. The company gathers and exports basil, chervil,chives, 
coriander, cresses etc. The company is looking to establish a distribution agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/7d9d1fc3-aaa8-4bdc-a69a-3a9e7cf72b84   

Code: BOSI20200406002 

A Polish manufacturer of food products is looking for distributors in foreign markets 
 

The Polish company of food products is looking for business partners in the EU and from the other 
countries.  The company has long-term experience in developing and producing high-quality food 
products: spiritual aromas, backing additives, food additives like gelatine, soda, citric acid. The 
company wants to establish long-term business cooperation in the framework of a distribution services 
agreement. 
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3f007eae-683c-4edd-a623-4137377bd525        
 

Code: BOPL20200420001 
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Singapore noodles & tofu manufacturer seeking European partners via distribution service agreement. 

The Singapore food manufacturer, which is based in Singapore is a well-known local brand that 
manufactures products such as various kinds of noodles and tofu products for the Singapore consumers. 
The company is seeking European partners via distribution service agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/b79364be-3e93-4c7c-8587-fdae50ae8138         

Code: BOSG20200323001 

 

Russian manufacturer of dietary and diabetic food products is looking for distributors 
 

The Russian innovative company from Moscow is engaged in the production of dietary, diabetic and 
vitamin-fortified foods (sugar substitutes, fruit and protein bars, granola from various fruits and 
chicory).  None of the products contain sugar, flavours, preservatives, dyes, etc.. The company is 
looking for partners to conclude a distribution services agreement. 

 
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/87c9862a-96ba-4ae9-b4f4-1dae4b1a1177     
    

 
Code: BORU20190408003 
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Business cooperation requests 

 
Russian manufacturer of agricultural and food products is looking for a partner for a joint venture 

cooperation to build a complex for feed grain processing into dietary food products. 

 

A Russian company specializes in the production of processed food products is looking for a partner to 
work with to produce a complex for feed grain processing into dietary food products who will produce 
freeze-dried and ready-made food from processed grain. The company wants to conclude a long-term 
joint venture agreement with a partner. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/7ba9cc67-bf93-4c93-a0ba-fcc5896ae213    

Code: BRRU20200415002 

An international online matching platform for trade in fruit, vegetables and cereals offers possibilities – 
under a service agreement – to find B2B buyers and suppliers 

An online platform connecting international traders: suppliers and buyers of fruit, vegetables and 
cereals is looking for business contractors (buyers and suppliers). The service invites foreign partners 
interested in the fresh industry to find their contractors. The cooperation is envisaged under a service 
agreement. 

 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/1b951d4e-7fab-4abf-80ab-49bfb7dfe402    

  

Code: BRPL20200417002 

 

Manufacturing of textile products 
 

 

 

 

 

Business cooperation offers 
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Spanish natural fiber textile company looking for commercial agents and distributors. 

The Spanish company is a family-run artisan textile factory founded in 1854 in Pollensa (Mallorca) 
and dedicated to the production of typical Majorcan fabrics, traditionally known as "Ikat Fabrics". 
They maintain the Mediterranean character of fabrics and products and take special care of the 
conservation, innovation and improvement of  fabrics. The company is looking for commercial agents 
and distributors. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/f445bcef-38db-4a0f-beaf-075e45af5683      

Code: BOES20200506001 

 

A manufacturer of natural wool and cotton home textile products from Lithuania is looking for 
distributors, offering subcontracting and manufacturing services 

The Finish capital company from Lithuania is involved in high-quality wool and organic, regenerated 
cotton home textile (blankets, throws, covers, etc.) manufacturing. The company is interested in 
developing business abroad under the distribution services agreement. It is ready to act as a 
subcontractor or manufacturer as well. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/79e6fe37-4656-4880-abce-93812065e0d3   

Code: BOLT20200310001 

 

A Polish textile company offers production capacity to garment designers under manufacturing or 
outsourcing agreement 

A Polish SME is a leading garment manufacturer in the country providing full set of services for 
designers looking to bring their brands to the next level. Its references cover 30 years of experience in 
garment making and a decade in producing for high fashion brands from all over Europe and Japan. 
The company is open to work with complex designs, specializes in silks and other precious fabrics. 
The manufacturing and/or outsourcing agreement are considered as cooperation types. 

mailto:info@eenarmenia.am
http://eenarmenia.am/
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https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/ad433b6f-b649-426a-8794-f934533b900c     

Code: BOPL20200422001 

Lithuanian industrial sewing services provider and custom made tactical gear products manufacturer is 
looking for partners to cooperate on a subcontracting basis 

The Lithuanian company specialized in high-quality industrial (heavy - medium weight fabrics) 
sewing and manufacturing of custom made products, such as pouches, holsters, cases for different 
kinds of equipment from military specification fabrics and flame retardant protective clothing is 
looking for partners for cooperation on a subcontracting basis.   

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/a4a96660-d138-4aa6-af01-0f7739f7b827  

    Code: BOLT20200429001 

 

Boutique manufacturer of luxurious lingerie, wedding, evening and baroque dresses from Poland is 
looking for foreign distributors and agents 

Polish boutique company specializing in production of luxurious lingerie, elegant and original 
wedding and evening dresses, and lavish baroque dresses would like to establish international 
cooperation with foreign agents and distributors. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/8d2d5860-ba5c-4965-87c3-374d806d3f2e     

Code: BOPL20190410004 

mailto:info@eenarmenia.am
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A Lithuanian sewing company offers workwear under a manufacturing agreement 

The sewing company from Lithuania offers workwear sewing services. Possible products include 
medium and heavy workwear clothes (like bid pants, jackets, vests, outdoor jackets, etc.) and lighter 
clothes (like shirts, skirts, or aprons, parts of the uniforms, etc.). The company is offering to work 
under a manufacturing agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/0d506d1f-b133-431e-bcaa-b463b2231efb   

Code: BOFR20200310001 
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Business cooperation requests 

Looking for manufacturer of wool blankets 

A Swedish start-up company aims to sell Swedish wool blankets.The main advantages for the user are 
high quality home textiles in sustainable wool from Sweden. A durable and sustainable production is 
required with high traceability.The company is looking for European producer of wool blankets for a 
manufacturing agreement. Smaller production quantities must be accepted in the beginning. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/02aeac05-4af8-48ae-9492-a723512b4cae   

  

 Code: BRSE20200508001 

Latvian manufacturer of soft play items for children seeks international artificial leather and other 
textile fabrics suppliers for cooperation under supplier agreement 

Latvian company specialises in the production of soft play items for children: shapes, sets, rockers, ball 
pits, mattresses etc. The company is interested in expanding its network of business partners by 
identifying international high-quality artificial leather and other textile fabrics suppliers. The 
company is ready to cooperate under supplier agreement 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/503c9fe1-c5ee-4256-ad94-8c9b957fc965   

  

Code: BRLV20200429001 

Construction 
 

 

 

 

 

Business cooperation offers 
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Russian manufacturer is looking for foreign partners under the distribution services agreement, 
manufacturing agreement or joint venture agreement 

A Russian company from Moscow produces dry pore-forming mixture and non-autoclaved aerated 
concrete (NAC) with water resistance and frost resistance, as well as construction products such as 
blocks, slabs, walls used in the construction of residential and industrial buildings. The company is 
seeking partnerships for a distribution services agreement, manufacturing agreement, or joint venture 
agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/5dd857c2-03de-4984-8d17-3523b89da603     

Code: BORU20200425001 

Ukrainian manufacturer of aluminium windows, doors, curtain walls and sliding systems seeks 
distributors 

A Ukrainian manufacturer with over ten years of working experience and a modern factory, is seeking 
business partners throughout Europe who demand quality aluminium constructions and offering 
aluminium windows, doors, curtain walls, and sliding systems. The company is looking for distributors 
in Europe, selling to the construction sector.   

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/ae299b7e-9083-45c3-a36a-44017f2c6e6d         

Code: BOUA20190408001 

A Ukrainian company offers their metal containers under manufacturing agreement 

A Ukrainian company is one of the largest manufacturers of metal containers for transportation of 
construction and solid waste, agricultural cargo, scrap metal and glass cullet in Ukraine. This company 
manufactures a variety of metal containers. In order to expand the market for these products, the 
company is looking for new foreign buyers under manufacturing agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/8cba38e5-874f-4d9b-a65d-f71e6de70059        

Code: BOUA20181230003 
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Polish manufacturer of premium quality fireplace inserts seeks distributor. 

A Polish company established in 1988 specializes in the production of steel fireplace inserts related to 
ecological heating systems. Their main products are convection fireplace inserts and inserts with 
water jackets. The company is looking for distributors. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3a098f13-5c4d-4e5b-80fe-b6436838faed      

Code: BOPL20200325003 

 

Manufacturer from Bulgaria is actively looking to expand and grow the business internationally under 
commercial agency agreements 

A Bulgarian engineering company specialized in development and production of software and 
hardware components provides business to business solutions under its own brand intelligent modular 
systems for security, accesses control, working hours and automation. The company is looking for new 
value added reseller - partners to deliver complex solutions under commercial agency agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/364cbd92-6756-4044-9a55-a939d99646d0     

Code: BOBG20200406002 

 

Ukrainian producer of molds is looking for international cooperation on the basis of manufacturing 
agreement 

Ukrainian company, formed in 1991, is a developer and manufacturer of the injection molds, dies, 
casting, press forming and metal working services for a wide range of industries, including  
automotive, furniture and furniture fittings, building and construction, medicine, agriculture (agro-
industrial complex), retail. Company is looking for the international partners to conclude a 
manufacturing agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/b53db3c4-f56a-403e-a523-2ef30d4415d1  

Code: BOUA20200430001 
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Business cooperation requests 

Polish private company with the know-how of the power transmission industry is looking for producers 
and suppliers of products connected with power transmission industry. 

A Polish company providing specialist construction services for the power industry is looking for 
manufacturers of an energy components with specific parameters. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/11f06c70-7eca-4e1a-8bd5-9b6b3011fe23                                                    

Code: BRPL20200422001 

  

The Russian manufacturer of  lathes is looking for reliable suppliers of various materials from metal 
essential for the production of lathes 

The Russian company produces modernized universal screw-cutting lathes. The company is looking for 
reliable suppliers of various high-quality products (metal bolts, nuts, screws, threads, as well as bearings) 
used for the manufacture of screw-cutting lathes and for the conclusion mutually beneficial supplier 
agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/852e52ce-41d8-45ee-a25a-a45a1b2c0dab    

Code: BRRU20200213005 

 

 

R&D 
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Croatian SME is looking for a partner to submit Eurostars project proposal on development of 
specialized web portal 

 

Croatian start-up with experience in the development of successful interactive portal is preparing an 
Eurostars proposal. They are developing an innovative concept for archiving and managing personal 
medical documentation, and looking for a partner to upgrade the portal with new functionalities 
based on the results of the research. Potential partner, SME, research institution or university, should 
be experienced in the health research field. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/caa85638-60ed-499a-aa6d-25f749464480     

Code: RDHR20200415001 

 

Information Technologies 
 

 

  

 

 

Business cooperation offers 

A Spanish company has developed software based on artificial intelligence looks for distributors 

A Spanish company develops customised software for specific purposes as well as artificial intelligence 
and vision solutions for a wide range of sectors. The company has developed software based on 
artificial intelligence intended for the sperm morphology and motility analysis. The company is 
looking for distributors of this software that could be also involved in the development of the 
commercialization strategy. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/f5cfde53-c8d7-44f1-ab57-7df8cac7ba45     

Code: BOES20200504001 

mailto:info@eenarmenia.am
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Italian software house seeks agents for first integrated management software for vegetable nurseries 

The software house, based in Italy, has developed an innovative management software for vegetable 
nurseries, in collaboration with experts of horticultural sector. The company is looking for agents, with 
experience in software solutions and well-developed contacts in the agriculture sector. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/afaefba8-8bcf-4944-8353-f3a708d6d976    

Code: BOIT20200326001 

 

A Lithuanian company developing complex software solutions for customers in public sector is looking 
for partners under subcontracting 

A Lithuanian company, which is developing complex software solutions for customers in public 
services, such as administration, finance, tax, healthcare, transportation, defense, and security, is 
looking for partners under subcontracting. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/37533d2a-3bff-4be3-b12d-8cef68f8059a   

Code: BOLT20200507001 

      Business cooperation requests  

A Czech company is looking for new technology-based innovative products for distribution through its 
international distribution network 

The Czech renowned company is searching for new technology-based products that would utilize its 
international reselling network. The network is experienced in marketing/distribution of optical 
devices (industrial cameras & 3D scanners) globally. Thus small/medium enterprises sought should own 
innovative products well-fitting to this distribution network. The cooperation can be based on 
distribution or even joint-venture agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/ceacc119-9036-40ce-8629-a549dcd3bff7   

Code: BRCZ20200505001 

 

Cosmetics 

mailto:info@eenarmenia.am
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Business cooperation offers 

Russian company engaged in the production of innovative skin care products is looking for foreign 
distributors 

A Russian innovative company from the Tomsk region develops and produces purely natural skin, body, 
and hair care products. all products are created without the use of chemically synthesized components. 
In production, the company uses such elixirs as oil, rose petal, honey, and various medicinal flowers and 
herbs. The company is looking for foreign partners to conclude a distribution services agreement or 
commercial agency. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/2593aef3-db9a-4058-9421-1a99485e3c6e     

Code: BORU20200425002 

Italian company is looking for distributors/agents for cotton products and for a patented worldwide 
novelty: dry make-up remover wipe, water activated 

An Italian cotton wool/dry cotton wipe manufacturer company is specialized in products for beauty, 
medical, baby, health sectors. Recently, they patented a new technology for makeup removal, 100% 
natural. The wipe is hypo-allergenic, clinically and ophthalmologically tested, convenient and a true 
beauty treatment as it releases active ingredients that take care of the skin just adding some water. This 
organization is looking for a commercial agency agreement and distribution services agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3d3c15ff-aa4c-403f-a957-92c731c9eec6   

Code: BOIT20200417001 

An Israeli SME specializing in technologies and small electronic devices in the cosmetic field is looking for 
representatives and distributors 

 

An Israeli company specializing in the field of the cosmetic / beauty care electronic devices has 
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developed innovative device with anti-aging activity. Advantages include great efficiency, long lasting 
results and ease of use (once a week only). The targeted partners are representatives / distributors in local 
markets with knowledge / contacts in the field of small electronic devices used for beauty care. The 
company is looking for commercial agency / distribution services agreement. 

 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/d59a35ab-0be7-47ea-9f04-c42ce4ae69af  

Code: BOIL20181002001 

 

Healthcare 
 

                

 

 

 

 

Business cooperation offers 

 

Ukrainian pharmaceutical company is seeking partnership under distribution agreement 

The Ukrainian company manufactures food supplements developed through innovative research and on 
the basis of new scientific relevance. The use of technologies and herbal sources means that formulations 
are able to meet the needs of people's health. The company seeks agents for representation under a 
commercial agency or distribution agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/d88bf0ec-119e-40ca-ae90-169a48aadfac     

Code: BOUA20200428001 

COVID-19: Polish pharmaceutical company offers products to increase the immunity system for infections 

The Polish company offers a selected line of OTC  (over-the-counter) drugs and dietary supplements to 
increase the immune system for infections. The company is looking for foreign partners and is offering 
cooperation under distribution services agreements.   

mailto:info@eenarmenia.am
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https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/d41d13d8-f3f2-4afd-9d23-9fe18e1a49d0     

Code: BOPL20200505002 

 

 

A Croatian company offers an organic dietary supplement that helps boost the immune system under a 
distribution services agreement or a commercial agency agreement 

A Croatian company, founded in 2013 and specialised in the production of natural products intended for 
a healthy lifestyle and prevention of various diseases, developed a high-quality nutritional supplement 
using an innovative formula. The product is based on goat and mare milk and helps boost the immune 
system. The company is looking for partners to cooperate under a distribution services agreement and a 
commercial agency agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/03f4013a-1dd7-4831-94cd-cd1abcfd3086     

Code: BOHR20200402001 

 

 

Business cooperation requests 

Polish company specialized in pharmaceutical and food supplement sector is looking for producers 
interested in entering Polish market under commercial agency agreement 

 

The Polish pharmaceutical company acting as a commercial agency is offering distribution services to 
foreign companies interested to enter the Polish pharmaceutical and food supplement market with 
their products. The company is offering cooperation under a commercial agency agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/6a7a2e7b-8cd5-408d-a2a9-da3ca7e47e72   

Code: BRPL20200415001 

Other sectors 
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Business cooperation offers 

Russian company specializes in the production of natural cosmetics and healthy foods is looking for 
foreign distributors 

A Russian scientific production company produces natural cosmetics (washing gels, shampoos, 
creams, etc) and healthy food (cereal, jelly, linseed oil, organic bars, soups, etc.).  The company is 
looking for reliable foreign partners to conclude a distribution service agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/50cc582c-9f9d-4518-918e-e2ce3063bfc0    

Code: BORU20200506001 

 

Polish manufacturer of cosmetics, medical devices and dietary supplements is looking for 
manufacturing agreement 

A Polish SME specializing in private label manufacturing of high quality cosmetics, medical devices 
and dietary supplements is looking for new contractors. They have a modern production plant that 
meets the highest technological and hygienic requirements. They offer comprehensive services, from 
product idea, development of an innovative recipe and technology to its production, comprehensive 
tests, and mass production. Manufacturing agreement is considered as a basis of cooperation. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/1d6076fd-6eda-4ee3-b57d-f297b7eee32c       

Code: BOPL20200406003 

 

A Ukrainian furniture manufacturer is looking for trade intermediaries 

The Ukrainian company has two sub-brands: manufacturing of aluminium frameless doors and well-
designed kitchen furniture. The company makes sure that the final product is exactly what the 
client’s project specifies. All products are modeled in 3D and then CNC-manufactured. Thanks to this 
technology, designers perfectly adapt any project on the basis of the existing construction base. The 
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company aims to contract long-term trade intermediaries with the potential partner. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/8cb650af-0412-4875-ac5d-0e1f2a6a5dc7     

Code: BODE20200326001 

 

 
Swedish company offering dehumidification products seeks distributors 

A Swedish air treatment company designing and manufacturing dehumidification products for all 
climates is looking for distributors. The company manufactures desiccant dehumidifiers that 
effectively removes moisture and odours using a new desiccant patented technology called warm 
condensation. The partner sought is a supplier within the ventilation or water industry that could 
collaborate through an agent or distribution contract. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/071bde65-ce95-4893-ae0a-18ca6c96fac3    

Code: BOSE20200505001 

 

 

Turkish manufacturer of plastic kitchenware and seating seeks agents and distributors 

A Turkish plastics manufacturing company has specialized in the production of stadium seating, 
garden furniture and other plastic furniture. In order to find new sales markets and implement its 
export potential the company is looking for sales partners for its products under distribution or 
commercial agency agreements.   

   

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/6778a1f1-1c05-4b59-b53e-3613370901f7  

Code: BOTR20190510001 
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Digital printing services on natural fibers in Lithuania 

A Lithuanian company provides digital printing services on natural fibers such like linen, cotton, 
viscose and is looking forwars to start cooperation  with commercial agents and clients that need 
fabric printing services under the manufacturing agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/da9ac0d8-2c51-4a5a-bf94-404422867975      

Code: BOLT20190521001 

 

 

Ukrainian furniture manufacturer is looking for manufacturing agreement 

The company from Ukraine, engaged in the production of various types of furniture, is offering 
wooden parts for the furniture under manufacturing agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3f2facc6-c3dc-43f8-bb91-0afc19615772      

Code: BOUA20200504002 
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Business cooperation requests 

Romanian jewellery manufacturer seeks raw materials suppliers under distribution services agreements 

 

A Romanian manufacturer of silver jewellery with Swarovski crystals and pearls is looking for 
suppliers of raw materials in the following categories: jewellery settings, nuts, bolts, beading pins, 
semi-precious stones (cultured pearls, gemstones etc.). The company is interested in identifying 
international business partners for supplying the raw materials required under distribution services 
agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/11dcc292-b0d1-4035-81cd-3d67a21674fd     

Code: BRRO20181026001 

 

Portuguese company is looking for new partners offering solutions for energy management for 
commercial agency agreement 

The Portuguese SME with 18 years experience in technical analysis, design, advisory services to end 
users/investors and implementation of energy management in buildings, industry and logistics is 
looking for new innovative products (control equipment and software, sensors and metering devices) 
to add to its offering portfolio. The company seeks private entities to establish commercial agency 
agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/d922c1f2-d11e-42d1-bd7b-9a6a0cbfc4be   

Code: BRPT20200427001 

Α Greek company specialized in ventilation and filtration products is looking for manufacturers of 
asynchronous electric motors and air-to-air heat exchangers 

A Greek manufacturer of centrifugal fans has expanded its activity with the disposal of products - 
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accessories that covers each need and requirement of applications in ventilation and air conditioning 
area. The company is looking for manufacturers of asynchronous electric motors and air-to-air heat 
exchangers. The type of partnership will be supplier agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/bcde2e7e-36ab-411d-9153-a97c890e104f    

Code: BRGR20200424001 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technology Cooperation Offers and Requests 
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Technology cooperation offers 

Innovative thermo-chemical sewage treatment process 

A German company offers a unique patented process for the extraction of phosphates from biomass and 
the production of CO2 neutral energy resources. The process is cost-efficient and leaves no residual 
materials. Partners are sought for licensing, commercial agreements with technical assistance or 
technical cooperation agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/98f87900-3352-4531-b8a2-0f9c1d281609   

Code:  TODE20200508001 

 

 

Development of new chickpea varieties 

A research group of Spain woking on chickpea breeding has developed useful plant material for genetic 
studies related with flowering time, growth habit, seed size, double pod and resistance to ascochyta 
blight, fusarium and rust, which has applications in agrofood sector and healthy diets. The research 
group is seeking  companies working on seed area under commercial agreement with technical 
assistance, financial or licence agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3dd3df54-1de7-4ba1-b78a-e59db3052b09   

Code:  TOES20200305001 
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Technology cooperation requests 

Technology solutions allowing the maintenance of Safe Operating Procedures, including social 
distancing on construction sites in response to the COVID-19 pandemic 

A Scottish (UK) based publicly funded organisation working with companies across the built 
environment sector is seeking technology based solutions to help maintain Safe Operating 
Procedures on construction sites, including means to work at a safe distance. Ideally these solutions 
will also incorporate other features to assist with the management of safe operations. The 
organisation seeks research or technical cooperation agreements or commercial agreements with 
technical assistance. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/78e5078e-6d98-496d-8d98-15a56cc0635e  

 Code: TRUK20200506001 

 

Looking for testing method and/or equipment for measuring the temperature of a high voltage cable 

A Greek company, one of the largest producers in Europe, produces high voltage cables. The 
company seeks to determine the level of cable integrity by assessing their temperature under voltage. 
The company is looking for a technological solution to measure the temperature from 0 to 150°C of 
high voltage cables. Companies or laboratories are sought for commercial agreement with technical 
assistance or technical cooperation agreement, depending on the level of preparation of the proposed 
solution. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/0a7b1048-83b9-47d2-ac40-fd2bfadd3d49   

Code: TRGR20200408001 
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European News and Events  
                                                                                                                                                                              

Variety of events are organizing within the framework of Enterprise Europe Network, which 
will create opportunities for entrepreneurs to meet potential business partners and to learn 
all they need to know to expand their business in Europe.  
 
Below are presented an events that will be organized during  July, August, September 2020. 

 

 

 

July 

13/07/2020 Online EEN Brokerage Event "Technology & Business Cooperation Days"                                                     
Hannover (Germany) 

The real Enterprise Europe Network brokerage event during Hannover Messe 2020 
"Technology & Business Cooperation Days” will now be organised as "virtual brokerage 
event". This means that all bilateral meetings organised within the framework of the event 
will be held as online meetings.  

The brokerage event offers SMEs and research organisations the opportunity to find and 
meet partners for commercial agreements and for research & technology cooperation. 

https://technology-business-cooperation-days-2020.b2match.io/  

 

August 

25/08/2020 eHealth Match 2020                                                                                                                     
Gothenburg (Sweden) 

This event is the place to be to get the latest news, make contacts and help shape opinion 
concerning the future development of healthcare.  

https://ehealth-match-2020.b2match.io/  
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September 

09/09/2020 Brokerage Event during Dublin Tech Summit 2020                                                                                                                  
Dublin (Ireland) 

Dublin Tech Summit is a well-established, two-day global tech conference that sits at the 
heart of the European tech scene. In just three short years   

 

The B2Match site here: https://dublin-tech-summit.b2match.io/  

10/09/2020 Riga Food Brokerage Event 2020                                                                                                  
Riga (Latvia) 

Riga Food Brokerage Event, provides companies through bilateral meetings to find new 
partners and business opportunities in the food sector, such as novel technology transfers, 
commercial agreements, and research and development support. 

 Target audience 

* Small and medium- sized enterprises (offering or requesting new products and 
technologies) 

* Researchers and developers of innovative food technologies 

https://rigafood2020.b2match.io 

 

 

 

For getting more information on mentioned above events, please contact Enterprise Network 
Armenia.   

 

Note: If you are looking for a business partner abroad or a new market and 
wish to be included in the network database, please contact us for getting 
cooperation profile forms or any other relevant information. 
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Dear entrepreneur, 

Register at 
http://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/ExpressionOfInterest/Customer/Create?shi
d=32db25cb-726f-43b0-8b5f-7742d0935799  and receive free email alerts 
containing newly published profiles and events. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

All provided services and information are free of charge. 

 

 

 

The information and views set out in this Newsletter are those of 
the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official opinion of 
EASME, the European Commission or other European 
Institutions. EASME does not guarantee the accuracy of the data 
included in this Newsletter. Neither EASME, nor the Commission 
or any person acting on their behalf may be held responsible for 
the use which may be made of the information contained therein. 
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